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Corporate Environments
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From large office buildings inclusive of multiple floors and 
tenants, to buildings that are home to one tenant, employees 
and visitors alike are in need of easy-to-read wayfinding signs 

that help them navigate to different rooms, offices and common 
areas inside the building. 

Sign solutions such as wall signs, sign stands, directories and 
projecting signs help guide and are a must-have to identify staff 

offices, shared spaces and breakrooms and more. The Sign 
Makers’ Handbook™ offers a wide range of sleek, modern and 

complementary sign solutions for Office and Corporate 
environments that satisfy the multi-faceted needs of many 

facilities, small and large.  
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From personal and shared offices, 
conference rooms, training rooms, 
break rooms, janitorial closets, 
stairwells and more, Office and 
Corporate environments contain 
many different areas, and can be 
tricky to navigate. Employees and 
visitors will easily find their way with 
room and office identification sign 
options such as curved wall frames 
and snap-edge poster frames. 

Wall frames are a perfect sign to 
identify offices, conference rooms 
and storage closets. Snap-edge 
poster frames are ideal for assisting 
with scheduling for shared spaces 
throughout the facility, as they feature 
easy-to-use snap edges, which allow 
for simple changes of the graphic or 
message that resides within.

Featured: Left-to-right curve wall sign 3



WALL SIGNS
Left-to-right curve wall frame
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TRAPPA FRAMES
Snap-edge poster frame
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TRAPPA FRAMES
Snap-edge poster frame
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Office buildings house a large 
variety of companies and their 
respective offices, meeting 
areas and many common 
areas, making directional 
signs a must to help 
employees and visitors find 
their way throughout. 

The Sign Makers’ Handbook™ 
offers an extensive line of 
modular directories and 
projecting, suspended and 
triangular signs perfect for 
guiding people to where they 
need to go. With easy-to-
change graphics and clear 
lenses, it is simple to create 
directories that easily grow 
and change with any business. 

Featured: Curved directory 7



PROJECTING SIGNS
Left-to-right curve double-sided projecting frame
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DIRECTORIES
Curved directory
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TRIANGULAR SIGNS
Double-sided triangular sign
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Staff identification and communication 
to keep all members of a company up-
to-date is key to successful business flow. 
Desk frames, poster frames and sign 
stands help to provide easy-to-change, 
stylish solutions. 

Contemporary desk frames quickly and 
clearly identify staff in personal and 
shared offices, and provide necessary 
information or instructions at reception 
desks, featuring a small footprint and 
easy personalization. Sleek poster frames 
and sign stands provide an ideal, modern 
communication solution to display 
company news, check-in instructions, 
maintenance updates and more. 

Featured: Trappa frame 11



SUSPENDED SIGNS
Double-sided curve frame
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DESK FRAMES
Acrylic desk frame with support feet
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TRAPPA FRAMES
Snap-edge poster frame
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SIGN STANDS
Trappa post
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